Wedding Service Packages
FULL PLANNING & DESIGN
This full service package is for the couple who wants assistance with every aspect of their
big day! We are there with you through every step of the planning process, from picking
the date and venue, to design, vendor selection, creation of the event timeline, and total
event coordination.
A preliminary meeting to discuss your desired aesthetic and develop a planning strategy that
best fits your overall vision and timeline
Access to our list of preferred vendors and month-to-month planning timeline/guide
Unlimited planning and design sessions
Unlimited email correspondence and phone calls
Budget creation, review, and continual management up to event
Full event design; styling, theme, and décor
Creation and maintenance of wedding website
Assist with vendor selection and contract review
Attend two vendor meetings of your choice
Collaborate on a timeline of events from beginning to end, including vendor requirements
Venue walkthrough and evaluation of design logistics
Digital mock-up of venue design and décor
Distribution of timeline to vendors (one week prior)
Coordination of events
Direct vendors in delivery and set-up
Confirm décor details and finishing touches
Rehearsal orchestration and dinner décor
Day of management for ceremony and reception
Distribute final payments for vendors and any required gratuities
Break down and organization/storage of personal items and décor
Unlimited use of day of emergency kit

Starts at $2,200

Service Packages Cont.

PARTIAL PLANNING & DESIGN
The partial planning and design service is for the couple who has a strong vision of their
big day but isn't quite sure how to make it reality. Together we finalize design details and
logistics to ensure your day is what you always imaged!
Unlimited email correspondence and phone calls
Guidance on styling, theme, and décor
Collaborate to determine appropriate vendors and review contracts
Venue walkthrough and evaluation of design logistics
Digital mock-up of venue design and décor

Starts at $ 600

DAY OF COORDINATION

DAY OF COORDINATION

Day of Coordination is for the couple who needs an extra set of hands to ensure all
aspects of the event are managed. This includes overseeing finishing touches on décor,
last minute errands, directing vendors, guests, and the wedding party beginning when you
wake up and ending with tear down.
A preliminary meeting to discuss your desired aesthetic and develop a planning strategy that
best fits your overall vision and timeline
Collaborate on a timeline of events, including vendor requirements
Day of management for ceremony and reception
Direct vendors in delivery and set-up
Confirm décor details and finishing touches
Oversee the arrival and seating of guests
Direct the officiant, immediate family, and wedding party entrance, ceremony, and grand
exit
Coordinate transition from ceremony to cocktail hour and/or reception
Break down and organization/storage of personal items and décor
Unlimited use of day of emergency kit

Starts at $ 1,000

Service Packages Cont.

MONTH OF COORDINATION
The Month of Coordination service is for the couple who has all aspects of the event
finalized but needs guidance on the organization and layout of the event space and
drafting a detailed timeline of events.
A preliminary meeting to discuss your desired aesthetic and develop a planning strategy that
best fits your overall vision and timeline
Unlimited email correspondence and phone calls
Collaborate on a timeline of events from beginning to end, including vendor requirements
Venue walkthrough and evaluation of design logistics

Starts at $ 400

CEREMONY COORDINATION
Ceremony Coordination is for the couple who needs someone to be on-site to ensure the
timeline of events is implemented and directs guests and the wedding party before,
during, and after the ceremony. We will also be there to ensure a seamless transition
from ceremony to cocktail hour or the reception.
A preliminary meeting to discuss your desired aesthetic and develop a planning strategy that
best fits your overall vision and timeline
Unlimited email correspondence and phone calls
Discuss general rehearsal guidance
Review ceremony space and assist with any finishing touches
Coordinate ceremony by overseeing
The arrival and seating of guests
The direction the officiant, immediate family, and wedding party entrance, ceremony, and
grand exit
Coordinate the conclusion of the ceremony and exit of guests

Starts at $ 300

Service Packages Cont.

REHEARSAL COORDINATION
For couples who have planned and executed their vision for the big day but are unsure
about the physical aspects of the ceremony. We are there to help guide you, the officiant,
family, and the wedding party during the rehearsal. No need to worry about when to
enter, where to stand, and how to exit the ceremony space because we will be there to
walk you through the process.
A preliminary meeting to discuss your desired aesthetic and develop a planning strategy that
best fits your overall vision and timeline
Unlimited email correspondence and phone calls
Rehearsal guidance and management
Walk through of ceremony
Officiant and wedding party placement
Ceremony exit

Starts at $ 200
12 MONTH & DAY OF TIMELINE
This service is for the couple that needs a helping hand in determining the most efficient
way to plan their event over the course of their engagement. Our customized timeline
provides a checklist for all of the standard "to-dos" and establishes a detailed plan for
the day of event. We help take the guesswork out of staying organized!

Starts at $ 100

BUDGET PLANNING
It would be wonderful to plan a wedding without a budget but most of us have to be
strategic about our spending! By utilizing professional help in establishing a budget, we
are there to help you plan for expected and hidden costs.

Starts at $ 100

All packages, excluding "Full Planning and Design," are à la
carte services which can be mixed and matched to best fit the
style of your event and and level of assistance needed to
bring your vision to life!

